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Hourglass 2011-06-14 one hour to rewrite the past for seventeen year old emerson
cole life is about seeing what isn t there swooning southern belles soldiers long
forgotten a haunting jazz trio that vanishes in an instant plagued by phantoms since
her parents death she just wants the apparitions to stop so she can be normal she s
tried everything but the visions keep coming back so when her well meaning brother
brings in a consultant from a secretive organization called the hourglass emerson s
willing to try one last cure but meeting michael weaver may not only change her
future it may change her past who is this dark mysterious sympathetic guy barely
older than emerson herself who seems to believe every crazy word she says why does
an electric charge seem to run through the room whenever he s around and why is he
so insistent that he needs her help to prevent a death that never should have
happened full of atmosphere mystery and romance hourglass merges the very best of
the paranormal and science fiction genres in a seductive remarkable young adult
debut
Hourglass 2010-03-09 bianca will risk everything to be with lucas after escaping
from evernight academy the vampire boarding school where they met bianca and lucas
take refuge with black cross a fanatical group of vampire hunters bianca must hide
her supernatural heritage or risk certain death at their hands but when black cross
captures her friend the vampire balthazar hiding is no longer an option soon bianca
and lucas are on the run again pursued not only by black cross but by the powerful
leaders of evernight yet no matter how far they travel bianca can t escape her
destiny bianca has always believed their love could survive anything but can it
survive what s to come
Hourglass 2012 present day secrets may help prevent a murder six months in the past
in thisseductive time slip novel
My True Love Gave to Me 2014-10-09 on the first day of christmas my true love gave
to me this beautiful collection features twelve gorgeously romantic stories set
during the festive period by some of the most talented and exciting ya authors
writing today the stories are filled with the magic of first love and the magic of
the holidays my true love gave to me includes stories by ally carter holly black
laini taylor rainbow rowell matt de la peña david levithan stephanie perkins
kiersten white kelly link jenny han gayle forman myra mcentire
Sent 2009-08-25 determined not to lose their friends jonah and his sister katherine
grab chip s arms just as he s being sent away
Defy the Dark 2013-06-18 the seventeen original stories in defy the dark an eerie
mind bending ya anthology could only take place in darkness open the pages and
discover a creepy guy who stares too long the secrets of the core of the earth
dreams of other people s lives a girl who goes mad in the darkness monsters in
bavaria a generational spaceship where night doesn t exist and other mysteries and
oddities the contributors to the enthralling collection are sarah rees brennan tessa
gratton rachel hawkins christine johnson valerie kemp malinda lo myra mcentire
saundra mitchell sarah ockler jackson pearce aprilynne pike dia reeves beth revis
carrie ryan jon skovron courtney summers and kate espy winner of the defy the dark
new author contest
Infinityglass: An Hourglass Novel 2013-08-06 the stakes have risen even higher in
this third book in the hourglass series the hourglass is a secret organization
focused on the study of manipulating time and its members many of them teenagers
have uncanny abilities to make time work for them in mysterious ways inherent in
these powers is a responsibility to take great care because altering one small
moment can have devastating consequences for the past present and future but some
time trav elers are not exactly honorable and sometimes unsavory deals must be
struck to maintain order with the infinityglass central to understanding and
harnessing the time gene at large the hunt is on to find it before someone else does
but the hourglass has an advantage lily who has the ability to locate anything lost
has determined that the infinityglass isn t an object it s a person and the
hourglass must find him or her first but where do you start searching for the very



key to time when every second could be the last
Adaptation 2012-09-18 across north america flocks of birds hurl themselves into
airplanes causing at least a dozen to crash thousands of people die fearing
terrorism the united states government grounds all flights and millions of travelers
are stranded among them are reese and her debate team partner and longtime crush
david who are in arizona when the disaster occurs on their drive home to san
francisco along a stretch of empty highway in the middle of the nevada night a bird
flies into their headlights the car flips over when they wake up in a military
hospital the doctor won t tell them what happened where they are or how they ve been
miraculously healed things become even stranger when reese returns home san
francisco feels like a different place with police enforcing curfew hazmat teams
collecting dead birds and a strange presence that seems to be following her when
reese unexpectedly collides with the beautiful amber gray her search for the truth
is forced in an entirely new direction and threatens to expose a vast global
conspiracy that the government has worked for decades to keep secret adaptation is a
bold contemporary science fiction thriller from the acclaimed author of ash
Unraveling 2012-04-24 like the forest of hands and teeth elizabeth norris s
unraveling blends realistic coming of age issues with a gripping science fiction
world unraveling s heroine sixteen year old janelle tenner is used to having a lot
of responsibility she balances working as a lifeguard in san diego with an intense
academic schedule janelle s mother is bipolar and her dad is a workaholic fbi agent
which means janelle also has to look out for her younger brother jared and that was
before she died and is brought back to life by ben michaels a mysterious alluring
loner from her high school when she discovers a strange clock that seems to be
counting down to the earth s destruction janelle learns she has twenty four days to
figure out how to stop the clock and save the planet
Dreams of Gods & Monsters 2014-04-01 two worlds threaten to crumble in the face of a
common enemy in the epic conclusion to the new york times bestselling daughter of
smoke bone trilogy now with a gorgeous new package what power can bruise the sky two
worlds are poised on the brink of a vicious war by way of a staggering deception
karou has taken control of the chimaera s rebellion and is intent on steering its
course away from dead end vengeance the future rests on her when the brutal angel
emperor brings his army to the human world karou and akiva are finally reunited not
in love but in tentative alliance against their common enemy it is a twisted version
of their long ago dream and they begin to hope that it might forge a way forward for
their people and perhaps for themselves but with even bigger threats on the horizon
are karou and akiva strong enough to stand among the gods and monsters the new york
times bestselling daughter of smoke bone trilogy comes to a stunning conclusion as
from the streets of rome to the caves of the kirin and beyond humans chimaera and
seraphim strive love and die in an epic theater that transcends good and evil right
and wrong friend and enemy
Red Glove 2015-10-27 the cons get twistier and the stakes get higher in this second
book of the curse workers trilogy a sleek and stylish blend of urban fantasy and
crime noir booklist curses and cons magic and the mob in cassel sharpe s world they
go together cassel always thought he was an ordinary guy until he realized his
memories were being manipulated by his brothers now he knows the truth he s the most
powerful curse worker around a touch of his hand can transform anything or anyone
into something else after rescuing his brothers from zacharov s retribution and
finding out that lila will never be his cassel is trying to reestablish some kind of
normalcy in his life that was never going to be easy for someone from a worker
family tied to one of the big crime families and a mother whose cons get more
reckless by the day but cassel is also coming to terms with what it means to be a
transformation worker and figuring out how to have friends but normal doesn t last
very long soon cassel is being courted by both sides of the law and is forced to
confront his past a past he remembers only in scattered fragments and one that could
destroy his family and his future cassel will have to decide whose side he wants to



be on because neutrality is not an option and then he will have to pull off his
biggest con ever to survive love is a curse and the con is the only answer in a game
too dangerous to lose
Beautiful Bastard 2013-02-12 an ambitious intern a perfectionist executive and a
whole lot of name calling discover the story that garnered more than two million
reads online whip smart hardworking and on her way to an mba chloe mills has only
one problem her boss bennett ryan he s exacting blunt inconsiderate and completely
irresistible a beautiful bastard bennett has returned to chicago from france to take
a vital role in his family s massive media business he never expected that the
assistant who d been helping him from abroad was the gorgeous innocently provocative
completely infuriating creature he now has to see every day despite the rumors he s
never been one for a workplace hookup but chloe s so tempting he s willing to bend
the rules or outright smash them if it means he can have her all over the office as
their appetites for one another increase to a breaking point bennett and chloe must
decide exactly what they re willing to lose in order to win each other originally
only available online as the office by tby789 and garnering over 2 million reads on
fanfiction sites beautiful bastard has been extensively updated for re release
Once a Witch 2010-09-06 tamsin greene comes from a long line of witches and she was
supposed to be one of the most talented among them but tamsin s magic never showed
up now seventeen tamsin attends boarding school in manhattan far from her family but
when a handsome young professor mistakes her for her very talented sister tamsin
agrees to find a lost family heirloom for him the search and the stranger will prove
to be more sinister than they first appeared ultimately sending tamsin on a treasure
hunt through time that will unlock the secret of her true identity unearth the sins
of her family and unleash a power so vengeful that it could destroy them all this is
a spellbinding display of storytelling that will exhilarate enthrall and thoroughly
enchant
Beautiful Secret 2015-04-14 an uptight british executive an adventurous american
newbie a sexy international scandal in the making new york times and 1
internationally bestselling author christina lauren s beautiful and wild seasons
series hook up in beautiful secret for an erotic intercontinental romp that
celebrates the best of both worlds when ruby miller s boss announces he s sending
her on an extended business trip to new york city she s shocked as one of the best
and brightest young engineers in london she knows she s professionally up to the
task the part that s throwing her is where she ll be spending a month up close and
personal working alongside and staying in a hotel with niall stella her firm s top
urban planning executive and the hottest man alive despite her ongoing crush ruby is
certain niall barely knows she s alive until their flirty overnight flight makes him
sit up and take notice not one for letting loose and breaking rules recently
divorced niall would describe himself as hopeless when it comes to women but even he
knows outgoing california girl ruby is a breath of fresh air once she makes it her
mission to help the sexy brit loosen his tie there s no turning back thousands of
miles from london it s easy for the lovers to play pretend but when the trip is over
will the relationship they ve built up fall down
Beautiful Bitch 2013-07-09 picking up where beautiful bastard left off chloe mills
and bennett ryan continue their steamy combative relationship in this new novella
just when chloe s career starts to take off bennett wishes it would all slow down
long enough to spend a wild night alone with his girlfriend but after he refuses to
take no for an answer chloe and bennett find themselves with two plane tickets one
french villa and a surprising conversation that predictably leaves them wrestling
under the covers
A Dog Named Christmas 2009-07-28 when todd a developmentally challenged young man
still living on his parents kansas farm hears that a local animal shelter is seeking
temporary homes for its dogs during the holiday week he knows exactly what he wants
for christmas animals are todd s first love and his persistence quickly overwhelms
his father s objections to befriending a canine a reluctance that proves to have a



painful origin the family takes in a very special animal and the shelter s christmas
adoption programme soon grows larger than anyone had hoped by the story s end todd
with the help of a dog named christmas has taught an entire community the
transformative power of goodwill and shared love a lesson for all seasons
Love, Lucas 2015-05-05 a 2015 whitney award nominee a powerful story of loss second
chances and first love reminiscent of sarah dessen and john green when oakley nelson
loses her older brother lucas to cancer she thinks she ll never recover between her
parents arguing and the battle she s fighting with depression she feels nothing
inside but a hollow emptiness when mom suggests they spend a few months in
california with aunt jo oakley isn t sure a change of scenery will alter anything
but she s willing to give it a try in california oakley discovers a sort of safety
and freedom in aunt jo s beach house once they re settled mom hands her a notebook
full of letters addressed to her from lucas as oakley reads one each day she
realizes how much he loved her and each letter challenges her to be better and to
continue to enjoy her life he wants her to move on if only it were that easy but
then a surfer named carson comes into her life and oakley is blindsided he makes her
feel again as she lets him in she is surprised by how much she cares for him and
that s when things get complicated how can she fall in love and be happy when lucas
never got the chance to do those very same things with her brother s dying words as
guidance oakley knows she must learn to listen and trust again but will she have to
leave the past behind to find happiness in the future sky pony press with our good
books racehorse and arcade imprints is proud to publish a broad range of books for
young readers picture books for small children chapter books books for middle grade
readers and novels for young adults our list includes bestsellers for children who
love to play minecraft stories told with lego bricks books that teach lessons about
tolerance patience and the environment and much more while not every title we
publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home
Beautiful Stranger 2013-04-16 the all new scorching sequel to beautiful bastard
escaping a cheating ex finance whiz sara dillon s moved to new york city and is
looking for excitement and passion without a lot of strings attached so meeting the
irresistible sexy brit at a dance club should have meant nothing more than a night s
fun but the manner and speed with which he melts her inhibitions turns him from a
one time hookup and into her beautiful stranger the whole city knows that max stella
loves women not that he s ever found one he particularly wants to keep around
despite pulling in plenty with his wall street bad boy charm it s not until sara and
the wild photos she lets him take of her that he starts wondering if there s someone
for him outside of the bedroom hooking up in places where anybody could catch them
the only thing scarier for sara than getting caught in public is having max get too
close in private
Loop 2014-10-21 at a school where quantum paradox 101 is a required course and
history field trips are literal sixteen year old time traveler bree bennis excels at
screwing up after bree botches a solo midterm to the 21st century by accidentally
taking a boy hostage a teensy snafu she stands to lose her scholarship but when bree
sneaks back to talk the kid into keeping his yap shut she doesn t go back far enough
the boy finn now three years older and hot as a solar flare is convinced he s in
love with bree or rather a future version of her that doesn t think he s a complete
pain in the arse to make matters worse she inadvertently transports him back to the
23rd century with her once home bree discovers that a recent rash of accidents at
her school are anything but accidental someone is attacking time travelers as bree
and her temporal tagalong uncover seemingly unconnected clues a broken bracelet a
missing data file the art heist of the millennium that lead to the person
responsible she alone has the knowledge to piece the puzzle together knowledge only
one other person has her future self but when those closest to her become the next
victims bree realizes the attacker is willing to do anything to stop her in the past



present or future
Grim 2014 a collection of stories inspired by fairy tales but all featuring a dark
and sinister twist
The Infinite Moment of Us 2013-08-27 for as long as she can remember wren gray s
goal has been to please her parents but as high school graduation nears so does an
uncomfortable realization pleasing her parents once overlapped with pleasing herself
but now not so much wren needs to honor her own desires but how can she if she doesn
t even know what they are charlie parker on the other hand is painfully aware of his
heart s desire a gentle boy with a troubled past charlie has loved wren since the
day he first saw her but a girl like wren would never fall for a guy like charlie at
least not the sort of guy charlie believes himself to be and yet certain things are
written in the stars and in the summer after high school wren and charlie s souls
will collide but souls are complicated as are the bodies that house them sexy
romantic and oh so true to life this is an unforgettable look at first love from one
of young adult fiction s greatest writers praise for the infinite moment of us
starred review the scenes of sexual intimacy are described with innocently erotic
frankness offering an ideal if not idealized model for readers on the cusp this is
forever for a new generation offering character depth cath and michael never
achieved summer love has never been so good kirkus reviews starred review in
contrast to unhealthy depictions of sex and relationships that teenagers and adults
are often exposed to in media and entertainment myracle offers up a passionate
romance built on a bedrock of love respect and trust and it s difficult to see that
as a bad thing publishers weekly two mature recent high school graduates fall in
love and bring out the best in each other in lauren myracle s thoughtful exploration
of an intimate relationship the relationship between wren and charlie always remains
realistic and involving shelf awareness this charming romance has multidimensional
characters straightforward sexuality and a pace that lets readers fall in love with
the main characters myracle expertly captures the intense connection of first love
from the need to spend every moment together to trying to figure out how to
communicate with one another school library journal the single focus intensity of
wren and charlie s feelings is spot on for the age group chapters move between both
their perspectives as they grow into the relationship offering readers of both sexes
a rather compelling example of the how to s of intimacy the bulletin of the center
for children s books
The Unwanteds 2012-07-10 in a society that purges thirteen year olds who are
creative identical twins aaron and alex are separated one to attend university while
the other supposedly eliminated finds himself in a wondrous place where youths hone
their abilities and learn magic
Timepiece 2013 when vital research about the time gene is stolen kaleb must join
emerson and the hourglass team to find the criminal who could be anywhere in time
The Love That Split the World 2016-01-26 a truly profound debut buzzfeed a time
bending suspense that s contemplative and fresh evocative and gripping usa today
henry s story captivates both as a romance and as an imaginative rethinking of time
and space publishers weekly this time traveling magical and beautifully written love
story definitely deserves a spot on your bookshelf bustle emily henry s stunning
debut novel is friday night lights meets the time traveler s wife and perfectly
captures those bittersweet months after high school when we dream not only of the
future but of all the roads and paths we ve left untaken natalie s last summer in
her small kentucky hometown is off to a magical start until she starts seeing the
wrong things they re just momentary glimpses at first her front door is red instead
of its usual green there s a preschool where the garden store should be but then her
whole town disappears for hours fading away into rolling hills and grazing buffalo
and nat knows something isn t right then there are the visits from the kind but
mysterious apparition she calls grandmother who tells her you have three months to
save him the next night under the stadium lights of the high school football field
she meets a beautiful boy named beau and it s as if time just stops and nothing



exists nothing except natalie and beau
The Football Girl 2017-04-04 for every athlete or sports fanatic who knows she s
just as good as the guys this is for fans of the running dream by wendelin van
draanen grace gold and glory by gabrielle douglass and breakaway beyond the goal by
alex morgan the summer before caleb and tessa enter high school friendship has
blossomed into a relationship and their playful sports days are coming to an end
caleb is getting ready to try out for the football team and tessa is training for
cross country but all their structured plans derail in the final flag game when they
lose tessa doesn t want to end her career as a loser she really enjoys playing and
if she s being honest she likes it even more than running cross country so what if
she decided to play football instead what would happen between her and caleb or
between her two best friends who are counting on her to try out for cross country
with them and will her parents be upset that she s decided to take her hobby to the
next level this summer caleb and tessa figure out just what it means to be a
boyfriend girlfriend teammate best friend and someone worth cheering for a great
next choice for readers who have enjoyed catherine gilbert murdock s dairy queen and
miranda kenneally s catching jordan slj fast paced football action realistic family
drama and sweet romance will have readers looking for girl powered sports stories
find ing plenty to like booklist tessa s ferocious competitiveness is appealing
kirkus reviews the football girl serve s to illuminate the appropriately complicated
emotions both of a young romance and of pursuing a dream heldring writes with
insight and restraint the horn book
The Body Finder 2010-12-09 violet ambrose is grappling with two major issues jay
heaton and her morbid secret ability while the sixteen year old is confused by her
new feelings for her best friend she is more disturbed by her power to sense dead
bodies or at least those that have been murdered since she was a little girl she has
felt the echoes the dead leave behind in the world and the imprints that attach to
their killers violet has never considered her strange talent to be a gift but now
that a serial killer is terrorizing her small town violet realizes she might be the
only person who can stop him despite his fierce protectiveness over her jay
reluctantly agrees to help violet find the murderer and violet is unnerved by her
hope that jay s intentions are much more than friendly but even as she s falling in
love violet is getting closer to discovering a killer and becoming his prey herself
The Conspiracy of Us 2015-01-13 a fast paced international escapade laced with
adrenaline glamour and romance perfect for fans of ally carter avery west s newfound
family can shut down prada when they want to shop in peace and can just as easily
order a bombing when they want to start a war part of a powerful and dangerous
secret society called the circle they believe avery is the key to an ancient
prophecy some want to use her as a pawn some want her dead to unravel the mystery
putting her life in danger avery must follow a trail of clues from the monuments of
paris to the back alleys of istanbul with two boys who work for the circle beautiful
volatile stellan and mysterious magnetic jack but as the clues expose a stunning
conspiracy that might plunge the world into world war 3 she discovers that both boys
are hiding secrets of their own now she will have to choose not only between freedom
and family but between the boy who might help her save the world and the one she s
falling in love with
Now That You're Here (Duplexity, Part I) 2014-12-09 in a parallel universe the
classic bad boy falls for the class science geek the perfect blend of sci fi and
swoons amie kaufman new york times bestselling author of these broken stars one
minute danny was running from the cops and the next he jolted awake in an unfamiliar
body his own but different somehow he s crossed into a parallel universe now his
friends are his enemies his parents are long dead and studious eevee is not the
mysterious femme fatale he once kissed back home then again this eevee a girl who d
rather land an internship at nasa than a date to the prom may be his only hope of
getting home eevee tells herself she s only helping him in the name of quantum
physics but there s something undeniably fascinating about this boy from another



dimension a boy who makes her question who she is and who she might be in another
place and time and don t miss duplexity part ii while you were gone flips this story
on its head and tells the tale of the alternate danny and the alternate eevee living
in danny s parallel world
Hereafter 2011-06-07 can there truly be love after death drifting in the dark waters
of a mysterious river the only thing amelia knows for sure is that she s dead with
no recollection of her past life or her actual death she s trapped alone in a
nightmarish existence all of this changes when she tries to rescue a boy joshua from
drowning in her river as a ghost she can do nothing but will him to live yet in an
unforgettable moment of connection she helps him survive amelia and joshua grow ever
closer as they begin to uncover the strange circumstances of her death and the
secrets of the dark river that held her captive for so long but even while they
struggle to keep their bond hidden from the living world a frightening spirit named
eli is doing everything in his power to destroy their newfound happiness and drag
amelia back into the ghost world forever thrilling and evocative with moments of
pure pleasure hereafter is a sensation you won t want to miss
The Dead and Buried 2013-01-01 a haunted house a buried mystery and a very angry
ghost make this one unforgettable thriller jade loves the house she s just moved
into with her family she doesn t even mind being the new girl at the high school it
s a fresh start and there s that one guy with the dreamy blue eyes but then things
begin happening strange otherworldly things jade s little brother claims to see a
glimmering girl in his room jade s jewelry gets moved around as if by an invisible
hand kids at school whisper behind her back like they know something she doesn t
soon jade must face an impossible fact that her perfect house is haunted haunted by
a ghost who s seeking not just vengeance but the truth the ghost of a girl who ruled
jade s school until her untimely death last year it s up to jade to put the pieces
together before her own life is at stake as jade investigates the mystery she
discovers that her new friends in town have more than a few deep dark secrets but is
one of them a murderer
Something Wilder 2022-05-17 something wilder is exactly what we all need right now a
true escape within the pages of a book filled with adventure rekindled romance and
second chances jodi picoult no 1 new york times bestselling author the new york
times bestselling authors of the unhoneymooners present a charming laugh out loud
novel filled with adventure treasure and of course love lily has never forgotten the
man that got away but she certainly hasn t forgiven him either as the daughter of a
notorious treasure hunter lily makes ends meet using her father s coveted hand drawn
maps guiding tourists on fake treasure hunts through the canyons of utah when the
man she once loved walks back into her life with a motley crew of friends ready to
hit the trails lily can t believe her eyes frankly she d like to take him out into
the wilderness and leave him there leo wants nothing more than to reconnect with his
first and only love unfortunately lily is all business it s never going to happen
but when the trip goes horribly and hilariously wrong the group wonders if maybe the
legend of the hidden treasure wasn t a gimmick after all alone under the stars in
the isolated and dangerous mazes of the canyonlands leo and lily must decide whether
they ll risk their lives and their hearts on the adventure of a lifetime find out
why readers love christina lauren pure irresistible magic from start to finish emily
henry new york times bestselling author of beach read witty and downright hilarious
a perfect feel good romantic comedy helen hoang author of the kiss quotient pure joy
sally thorne usa today bestselling author of the hating game writing duo christina
lauren are my go to when i m feeling sad beth o leary author of the flatshare what a
joyful warm touching book this is the book to read if you want to smile so hard your
face hurts jasmine guillory new york times bestselling author of the proposal
Crescendo 2012-01-03 the second book in the breathtaking new york times bestselling
hush hush saga soon to be a major motion picture nora should have known her life
wouldn t stay perfect for long despite starting a relationship with her bad boy
guardian angel patch and surviving an attempt on her life things are not looking up



patch is starting to pull away and nora can t figure out if it s for her best
interest or if his interest has shifted to her arch enemy marcie millar not to
mention that nora is haunted by images of her father and starting to become obsessed
with finding out what really happened to him that night he left for portland and
never came home the farther nora delves into the mystery of her father s death the
more she comes to question if her nephilim blood line has something to do with it as
well as why she seems to be in danger more than the average girl when she has a
guardian angel since patch isn t answering her questions she has to start finding
the answers on her own but when she finds them will she be able to count on patch or
are the things he s hiding from her darker than she can imagine
The Reece Malcolm List 2013-02-05 amy spalding s debut novel is a thoroughly
satisfying coming of age read full of romance emotion and laugh out loud moments
find out why heather cocks and jessica morgan called it funny and poignant this
lively book totally charmed us things i know about reece malcolm 1 she graduated
from new york university 2 she lives in or near los angeles 3 since her first novel
was released she s been on the new york times bestseller list every week 4 she likes
strong coffee and bourbon 5 she s my mother devan knows very little about reece
malcolm until the day her father dies and she s shipped off to live with the mother
she s never met all she has is a list of notebook entries that doesn t add up to
much l a offers a whole new world to devan a performing arts school allows her to
pursue her passion a new circle of friends helps to draw her out of her shell and an
intriguing boy opens up possibilities for her first love but then the reece malcolm
list gets a surprising new entry now that devan is so close to having it all can she
handle the possibility of losing everything
It's Raining Cupcakes 2010-03-09 twelve year old isabel is dying to get out of her
small town of willow oregon and travel like her best friend sophie but when isabel s
mother decides to open up a cupcake shop across town isabel is once again stuck in
willow for the summer until she learns of a baking contest where the finalists get
an all expenses paid trip to new york city to compete in the final bake off but
sophie is also entering the contest and isabel s mother has reservations can isabel
finally realize her dreams of leaving willow without hurting two of the most
important people in her life
The Resurrectionist 2013-05-21 an extraordinary biography a gallery of astonishing
work the legacy of a madman philadelphia the late 1870s a city of gas lamps
cobblestone streets and horse drawn carriages and home to the controversial surgeon
dr spencer black the son of a grave robber young dr black studies at philadelphia s
esteemed academy of medicine where he develops an unconventional hypothesis what if
the world s most celebrated mythological beasts mermaids minotaurs and satyrs were
in fact the evolutionary ancestors of humankind the resurrectionist offers two
extraordinary books in one the first is a fictional biography of dr spencer black
from a childhood spent exhuming corpses through his medical training his travels
with carnivals and the mysterious disappearance at the end of his life the second
book is black s magnum opus the codex extinct animalia a gray s anatomy for
mythological beasts dragons centaurs pegasus cerberus all rendered in meticulously
detailed anatomical illustrations you need only look at these images to realize they
are the work of a madman the resurrectionist tells his story
Rubbernecker 2015-08-04 a medical student with asperger s is drawn into a deadly
mystery in this unique crime thriller from the cwa gold dagger award winning author
winner of the 2014 theakstons old peculier crime novel of the year award
rubbernecker is a gripping thriller about a medical student who begins to suspect
that something strange is going on in the cadaver lab the dead can t speak to us
professor madoc had said but that was a lie the body patrick fort is examining in
anatomy class is trying to tell him all kinds of things but no one hears what he
does and no one understand when he tries to tell them life is already strange enough
for patrick being a medical student with asperger s syndrome doesn t come without
its challenges and that s before he is faced with solving a possible murder



especially when no one believes a crime has even taken place now he must stay out of
danger long enough to unravel the mystery but as patrick learns one truth from a
dead man he discovers there have been many other lies closer to home a murder
mystery with more twists and turns than a rollercoaster bustle
Hush, Hush 2009-10-13 nora finds forbidden love with her fallen angel in the first
in the new york times bestselling hush hush saga for nora grey romance was not part
of the plan she s never been particularly attracted to the boys at her school no
matter how much her best friend vee pushes them at her not until patch came along
with his easy smile and eyes that seem to see inside her nora is drawn to him
against her better judgment but after a series of terrifying encounters nora s not
sure who to trust patch seems to be everywhere she is and to know more about her
than her closest friends she can t decide whether she should fall into his arms or
run and hide and when she tries to seek some answers she finds herself near a truth
that is way more unsettling than anything patch makes her feel for nora is right in
the middle of an ancient battle between the immortal and those that have fallen and
when it comes to choosing sides the wrong choice will cost her life
The Shadow Queen 2016-03-03 an epic hugely entertaining ya fantasy inspired by the
tale of snow white perfect for fans of victoria aveyard and sarah j maas
Scandalous Desires 2011-10-18 can a pirate learn river pirate charming mickey o
connor has lifted himself from the depths of the slums to be the king of st giles
anything he wants he gets with one exception silence hollingbrook has been haunting
his dreams ever since she spent a single night in his bed that the only true
treasure once silence was willing to sacrifice anything to save the man she loved
now a widow she s finally found peace when charming mickey comes storming back into
her life with an offer she can t refuse but this time she won t be the only one
paying the price for his sins lies in a woman s heart when his past comes back to
torment him mickey must keep silence safe from a merciless enemy while wrestling
with the delicious hold this widow has on his heart and in the face of mounting
danger both will have to surrender to something even more terrifying true love
Swoon 2009-05-19 torn from her native new york city and dumped in the land of cookie
cutter preps candice is resigned to her posh dull fate nothing ever happens in swoon
connecticut until dice s perfect privileged cousin penelope nearly dies in a fall
from an old tree and her spirit intertwines with that of a ghost his name sinclair
youngblood powers his mission revenge and while pen is oblivious to the possession
dice is all too aware of sin she s intensely drawn to him but not at all crazy about
the havoc he s wreaking determined to exorcise the demon dice accidentally sets sin
loose gives him flesh makes him formidable now she must destroy an even more potent
and irresistible adversary before the whole town succumbs to sin s will only trouble
is she s in love with him
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